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'WITH THE PHILOSOPHERS ïï^oreve^one^nd ^arahlt °0W !t at tbe ,bottom of, ouJ misunderstanding of both nature and the necessity of the case have
worthy to live upon thJSî h, îîîf- whole matter? No Indian prince, no committed the nurture of the family and the
there can be no union without lin?e’ * Ghmese mandarin, no Korean courtier, no custody of the home—that men can be educat- 
slavery has its necessary result in the^issolu6 Jap.an.ese ,noble envies: or looks upon ed up to the right pitch in the matter. H.ence,
tion of the being of th/nLZ u® mdmdually m nationality as his superior, if we would elevate and rationalize the home
be no freedom without union for if Î i Ca” As for the masses of the people, their attitude we must begin by teaching women how to do 
the being of the nation IhS frledfrtn h X “ toward us is a mixture of dislike and con- it- By ensuring, that in future,” to quote the 
real.” g that freedofil becomes tempt. statement above mentioned again? “every

“British rule in India is the greatest s education shall include some knowledge 
blessing and the most splendid service ever o{ the science which affects her home prob- 
rendered to one people by a stranger nation. Icms, and some practice of the domestic arts, 

... . Unrest is not new in India. Many people . whole standard of home life would be
itie West in the East, by Price Collier seem to think that there were peace and har- faisÇd> and trained experience substituted for 

(Maclelland & Goodchild, Toronto) monious interests in India before thev British Jnstlnc£ and. tradition, which have hitherto
This is a book by an American writer took control. The continuous unrest of cen- _ f*,1? chlef g,mdes of mothers.” That is

dealing with vital questions pertaining to the turies is onIy n°w whipped anew into froth un ** whole matter. “Wake
English-speaking nations in a forcible and by a subtle use of religious and racial "a 7 m^ans that. jf the nation
convincing manner. Mr. Collier writes in a preiudices> m order to stiffen the demand of ouïvïït iS.f Z £ must/eri‘
rambling anecdotal style which is very pleas- Indla for the Indians ; the real meaning of worjj Hn:_f to. do what a11 the rest of the
ing, and his views on many and varfed sub- which is India policed by the British for*the SSwilîthSTlTavE °VT? “Z T™ 
jects considering his nationality are very fair be"efit of the Brahman hierarchy and the to substitute organized v™ -t0 d°~
and free from prejudice. Babu.” And in. conclusion : tfadition ^L Thl f f kn{°wledge for mstmct,

He tells us of the conditions in Germany, “5° successful imperialism is possible to payments of human activityZf weZnnot 
which has. a territory “smaller than the State a"a*°n°* men without chanty, without tol- school ourselves to doth7s-to makeaZ of Texas, and a population of over 60,000,000, w> hout recognition of their own a use in the coming ££% £ rZe of knowl
and Germany can no longer feed herself. She fE? an hey m-u^. 8tnve edge as we made of the rule of thumb in the

feed herself for about 250 days of the year *?, an, mtedeÇtual m gnammity which en- jays when there was no rule of vnr, 1»^ 
What about the 115 other days? That Uthe ables tbem to detect th good in manners, to guide us—we shall assured!v kfi 7 ^ 
German peril and that on a smaller scale is tmo,ra1.8’ governments and beliefs, built upon seRes worsted in the long run fn the indZ 
the Japanese peril, arid to discuss the quçs- traditions worlds apart from their own. They trial struggle for exigence And n^haZ 
tion as to whether it exists or not, is mere notf be turne daslde from the responsi- there is no& department of human actfvTtv in
beating the air. It is not in the least an blhtle8 0P’°teCtmg tbe alien which it is moPe necessary toZ thTs tiian ? 
ethical problem;, it is German policy; it is ln ?he dependences they control by the ordering of the famdy and the hoZhold
Japanese policy; and in both cases forced upon hat sentimentality, of the day which tWists To introduce organized knowledge into the 
them, and war is some times an instrument of frut. ,to ™ake 5rap8 fo[ fools- . They must n°} household is to give a new and most ore? 
policy. You can no more waH in a nation, or be led. astray by the temptations to immedi- nant meaning to the saying that “the haifd 
cramp it, confine it, threaten it with starva- at=Ætt a"d tbe temporary defeat of a com- that rocks the cradle rules fhe world ” 
tion, without a protest and a struggle than mercial rival by the drummer diplomacy r, t her* ami • , .
you can do the same to an fndividual. which a selfish industrialism would hoist that must Lad ,? °rglmZed kn°wledge
Whether a man will fight for his life or no upon them‘ The man who only watches his knOWM?e ? teach Us" To ,mpart
is not a question, it is a fact. Japan has al- feet is fluite as likely stumble as the man S no Zl L d°mestlc economy, to ensure 
ready given the lie to our advocates for peace who 18 lookin? a* a dista,lt steeple. The fu- ^ without it ofatTe^Z ^°manh,ood sha11 
at any price in this country by annexing ture as well as the present, then as much as tunky ol acouiriL V 7‘th°Ut .the. opPor- 
Korea and occupying Manchuria by forcJ? "ow’ mU8t. be kept ln mmd. No nation ever effort and oZaXatinn fî °rganizatl°n a"d 
anti in spite of our treaty with Korea which lost anythmg, not even its trade by holding thl t ? d nJeed funds-
reads, “If other powers deal unjustly with to high ideals, and by insisting upon them for s “ensure foî our sZof T°ted
either government, the one will exert its good lts servants. Only *mjs can the West give a / f , ? ? a cont‘nual sup'
offices on being informed of the case, to fring confident “No” to the question being asked hj ,s tr,a‘ned to lmpart the knowl-
about an amicable arrangement, thus showing b>" the East: “Is civilization a failure, And is b?f d „ p theï^necessary , reforms are
its friendly feeling.” 8 S the Caucasian played out?” • ^ f0r thes^ p^poses not merely hos-

» n .. , , ■ . . 8 and, laboratories are needed, but profes-
The United States has a population of -------------- :0--------------- sors and lecturers, who cannot be obtained

about 28 persons to the square mile, Japan QUEEN MARY’S HOSTEL without salaries, nor can salaries be oerman-
has a population of about 317 to the square *ntly maintained without endowments. For

^Treft Britain has a density of 470, i ■ One of the institutions to be founded dur- further equipment ofv King s College for 
while Fngland alone has a density of 605 ; ing the period of the celebration of the Coron- Women by the establishment of Queen 
Belgium, 616; Italy, 293, and Canada 1.75. ation is Queen Mary’s<Hostel, which, says the Mary’s Hostel and of suitable laboratories

Neither Germany nor Japan has created London Times, is part of a larger national provision has, as we have seen, already been
nor fostered this situation. The mischief and scheme for the endowment of home science— made to the extent of £40,000.’ But it is es-
the malice begin when they are accused of that is, of the systematic study and training timated that a capital endowment of at least
what they cannot help. But to say the situa- in the economy, hygiene, and rational order- ££60,000 will be required for the necessarv 
tion does not exist is ignorant, silly or senti- inff of the family and the household—in con- •’ professorships and lectureships and towards
mental, depending upon the person who nection with King’s , College for Women, this sum only about £16000 has so far befrn
speaks. Germany and Japan must find out- which is one of the colleges forming part of subscribed. But the intrinsic merits of the
lets for their surplus population. *e University of London. Kings College for scheme and its vast importance to the future

The interesting problem to put to oneself Women has already done much pioneer work of the nation must surely give it an indefeas
is, how is the hydra-headed democracy in ‘n tb‘s direction by providing special courses ,ble claim on the generosity of the oublie at
England and America, easy-going and money- Z VT/V'l u Y v ■ lar^e’ and that claim must needs be strong
making, to face Germany governed by its wise °f household, but such work is not self- reinforced by the interest that the Queen his
men, and Japan now as much as a century suppbr mg-no university courses are self- taken in the scheme, by the happy XocTat n,

sfrsidb„y 1 ,ear «sîiÆsïkîkwith the mikado who is not merely obeyed sd wel) at King-S College may be re- ? by the fact that is hoped to bring
anesrz !hP K great ^ °f th« ^ garded as the germ and the nudeuT will need “in this’ her Corona?

Thus h elr-+ aC It j- ................ very considerable endowments if it is to take hoiZlife "tf 'nauffu.rate a new era in
« e,Jvri ^S1° ^n<^ia; . . . on a national character commensurate with its « * - . hope is fulfilled, as we

ue u crum of Asiatic dominion vast national importance. Recognizing this z-x , ltT)vl ^he establishment of
r tj. ? ”le inc^^singly to lie in the Empire paramount need, many persons of light and , .ary^ Hostel may well come to be

*4, m 1^s^an" ^e secret of the mastery of fading—some pf whose names we gave yes- ^ T. .e ln ^ar future as one of the most 
the world is, if they only knew it, in the pos- terday—have already contributed generously ausPICI°us enterprises of the reign of King- 
session the British people. So writes Lord towards a fund which is being raised for the eorge and Queen Mary.
Curzon. When one has traveled the length of endowment of King’s College for Women and 
the Mediterranean Sea, and then across it its equipment with the necessary staff and 
from Marseilles to Port Said, through the buildings for the further prosecution of the 
Suez Canal and across the Arabian Sea to enterprise it has initiated, and Her Majesty 
Bombay from Aden, one needs no convincing the Queen has taken an active interest in the 
and would listen to no arguments to the con- development of the scheme from the outset, 
trary that Great Britain, with India, is the Among other contributions one generous 
greatest Empire the world has ever seen, but donor has given a sum of £20,000 to found 
that Great Britain without India, and the the proposed hostel to be Used for the practical 
miitary and trade routle to India, would soon training in domestic arts and as a residence 
be a negligible quantity, a Spain’ a Portugal, for women students, and another has given a 
a Holland.” ’ like sum to build and equip laboratories. In

Here are some of his final observations as aP a sum of £ 50,000—about half of what is 
to hoW we must deal with the Questions in Hip immediately required, and perhaps nothing 
East: 4 « ns in liké hal{ Df what might be profitably expend

ed on the further development of so beneficent 
and far-reaching an enterprise—has been sub
scribed privately during the last two months ; 
and as a proof, if any such were needed, of 
her active interest in the scheme Her Majesty 
has graciously consented to allow the hostel 
to be called by her own name—“Queen Mary’s 
Hostel.”

which the author read to Sullivan when the 
latter was ill in bed—but not ton ill to enter 
heartily into the fun of the diverting satire, 
for which he wrote such bright and happily- 
inspired music.

In connection with the famous Savoy 
partnership it is not inappropriate at the 
ment to recall Sir W. S. Gilbert’s reference 
not long since to the impression, which ob
tained among many lovers of their operas, ■ 
that the long series of successes was broken 
by ill-luck in the case of “Ruddigore,” a work, 
by the way, that contained some of the most 
charming music that Sullivan ever penned. 
That opera, to quote its author’s own words, 
“ran eight months and, with the sale of the 
libretto, put £7,000 into my pocket. In the 
blackness of. my heart (he humorously add
ed) the worst I wish my rival dramatists is 
that they may each have a dozen such fail
ures and retire upon the profits.” On the oc
casion that he uttered these characteristic 
words, Sir W. S. Gilbert, referring to the pro
tests raised in some quarters at the time of 
the promised production of “Ruddigore” 
against the title chosen for that work, said 
that he had been almost induced thereby to 
change it to “Kensington Gore,” or “Robin 
and Richard Were Two Pretty Men.”

The statistician has been at it again—this 
time in order to inform a breathless and ex
pectant world of the average length of life 
attained by the players of various instru
ments. Dr. F. J. Rogers has been devoting 
researches to this fascinating subject, and one 
salient fact that stands out from the results 
of his investigations is that trumpet and 
net players live longer than flautists. Yet 
the notes produced from the flute are dulcet, 
mellifluous, arnk. soothing to thç nerves, 
whereas the trumpet’s clarion note, a little 
trying sometimes in forte passages even to an 
audience, might be supposed to tell in the 
long run on the health of the player. But 
here is Dr. Rogers, with his relentless figures 
—fatal to any amount of theorizing—ready to 
prove that the average length of the trum
peter s life is 69.1, as against the poor average 
of 51.2 in the case of flautists. Can the rea
son be that the latter are constantly called 
upon to-furnish obligatos—a most irksome 
and irritating task, particularly when the 
singer and flautists are both trying their*hard
est to conjure up visions of a feathered song
ster. Basoon players, on the other Land, 
are mercifully spared any such ridiculous 
teats, and are consequently allowed an 
average of 63 years—a distinction thex 

share, it seems, witji oboists. The clarinet*- 
tist, it is said, lives till 65.2 years (there was 
one, at any rate, by name Henry Lazarus, 
who became an octogenarian), while the horn 
players ave/age is set down at'64.4. If, as 
the result of these disclosures, most of the 
players of wind instruments confine their at
tentions in future to the trumpet and cornet, 
orchestral music will have to be written on 
entirely novel' methods, 
ancient and modern, in the 
chestras rescored.

Elisha Mulford
[t is the great crises in a nation’s history 

which produce that nation’s poets, statesmen 
atid heroes, but philosophers do not demand 
stress of events to bring their latent genius to 
life. Nay, more, no one can philosophize with
out ample time and freedom from interrup- 

1. Poets, statesmen and heroes will all be 
existent with the nation’s struggles ; their 

eloquence and their brave deeds will be the 
means of saving that nation in 'her hour of 
trial : but philosophers belong to the génér
ation following great events. Their part is a 

f contemplative one, their attitude one free 
1 from prejudice, their judgment fresh and fair 

and unfettered, their-, conclusions logical. A 
poet's and a statesman’s eloquence will not 
always stand the test ^f time, given a genera
tion or two and it will thrill us for the mo
ment. only, unless its author be one of those 
icw geniuses who can lift us out of ourselves, 
ami make us see with their eyes, hear with 
their ears, and suffer or rejoice with them. A 
philosopher, on the other hand, if he be a true 
philosopher, does not depend upon flowing 
ü otaphor, emotional description or persuasive- 
m ss in any form. He relies solely upon the 

I mver of his own reasoning to convince us.
following the civil war in the United 

States, came a period when patriotic literature 
flourished, and among the motley array, some 
< it without any merit whatsoever, and some 
1 it inspired by genius itself, are the books of 
Misha Mulford, from Which we give the fol- 
Mwing extracts :

mo-

IN THE WORLD OF BOOKStion
cn-

1

can

From “The Nation”
"It no more exists complete in a single 

period of time than does the race ; it,is not a 
momentary existence, as if defined in some 
c ircumstance. It is not composed of its pres
ent occupants alone, but it embraces those who 
ere, and have been, and shall be. There is in 

: the continuity of the generations : it reaches 
backward to the fathers and onward to the 
children, and its relation is manifest in its 
1 rence for the one and its hope for the other.

» The evidence of thisicontinuity is in the 
sciousness of a people. It appears in the ap
prehension of the nation as an inheritance re
ceived from the fathers, to be transmitted 
impaired to the children. This conviction, 
that has held the nation as a heritage worth 
living and worth dying for, has inspired the 
devotion and sacrifice of a people.”

"The nation is a continuity, as also in it- 
the product of succeeding generations. It 

transcends the achievement of a single in
dividual or a seperate age. The life of the in
dividual is not its measure ; in its fruition 
there is

cor-

rev-

con-

un-

'sell

1

the work of the generations ; and 
in the moments of its existence, the expression 
m their spirit—the blending of the strength 

,l'th, the resolve of manhood, and the ex
perience of age—the hope and the inspiration 
yt the one, the wisdom and repose of the other. 

I here is the spirit "which is always young, and 
}et always full of years ; and even in its physi
cal course the correspondence to an always re
newed life.

even

! \

;l|

I
1 his continuity has found expression in 

lav highest political thought. Shakespeare 
::: his historical plays ; the continuity of 

Tv nation is represented as existing through 
tw rears with the vicissitudes of the people,
1:1 die changes of scene, with the coming and 
c lag of men ; and there is, as in the nation,
: V unity of the drama in which so many 
an.nrs move, and whose events resolve from 
Me to age ; and thus these plays hold an at- 
>; action apart from the separate scenes and 
Mures which present some isolated idéal for 

poet to shape. Burke has represented this 
cwninuity in the nation as moving through 
venerations in a life which no speculative 
wheme and nô legal formulas may compass :
' Hie nation is indeed a partnership, but a part- 
uership not only between those who are liv- 
uig-. but between those who are dead, and those 
"Tin are to be born.

"There is always a tendency in those 
1*1 rawn from the battle, and its ‘confused 

Ve and garments rolled in blood,’ to bear 
Vissue into some ideal and abstract sphere. 

Thus the war is represented as the immediate 
conflict of the antagonistic ideas, freedom and ' 
slavery. The reality is other than this : sthe 
hosts are mustered in no intellectual arena 
and the forces called into its field are other 
than spectral ideas. This tendency to resolve 
history into the conflict and progress of ab
stract ideas, or the development of what is 
called an intellectual conception, can appre- 

end nothing of the real passion of history, 
t knows not what, with so deep significance, 

is called the burden of history. It enters not 
mto the travail of time, it discerns not the 
presence of a living Person in the judgments 
which are the crises of the world. It compre
hends only some intellectual conflict in the 
issue of necessary laws, but not the strife of 
a living humanity. The process of a legal - 
,'ormula, the evolution of a logical sequence, 
the supremacy of. abstract ideas—this has 
îothing to compensate for the agony and the 
suffering and the,sacrifice of the actual battle, 
and it discerns not the real glory of the de
liverance of humanity, and real triumph borne 
through but over death. There was in the 
war, in the issue which came upon us, 'even 
upon us,’ and in the sacrifice of those who 
were called, the battle of the nation for its 
veryybeing ; and it was the nation which 
jtfV«ery in mortal strife. The inevitable 

O.tct was of slavery with the life of the 
non.

“Tljere is no vague rhetoric, but a deep

and all works, 
repertory of or-

Recently it was rumored in New York 
that a deadlock had arisen in connection with 
the competition for an American opera, pro
moted by the authorities of the Metropolitan 
Opera, the judges having failed to arrive at 
any decision as to whether

seems

award. This, evidently, is°noT£he° c^stffo? 

it is mow announced that the prize of $10,000 
has been awarded for

MUSICAL NOTES

An interesting feature in connection with 
at Z^°nat,10?,music wiis the presence of 
Mr. Edward Lloyd in the choir which took 
part in the historic service. It is a good 
many years since the famous tenor withdrew 
into private life, and, unlike so many artists 
whom the public at one time or another have 
delighted to honor, he has never emerged 
from his retirement. Nor must his approach
ing reappearance be taken to mean that he 
has any intention of resuming, the career in 
which he won so much distinction. Indeed 
the fact is emphasized that this will be the 
very Ust time that his voice will be heard in 
public. To Sir Frederick Bridge, who, of 
course, assumes entire responsibility for the 
musical arrangements at the Coronation, Mr 
Lloyd has-recalled the interesting circum
stances that he began his professional career 

member of the Abbey choir, in which ca- 
pac^y he was engaged for some eight years. 
Nothing, therefore, could be more fitting than 
that Mr. Lloyd should, on- so historic an oc
casion, make yet one more appearance in the 
building within whose walls he served as it 
were, his musical apprenticeship.

cipally in connection with choral music, sev
eral oratorios having come from his pen. He 
is said never before to have tried his hand at 
a work for the stage. The title of the chosen 
opera is Mona, ’ and its plot is based upon a 
Druidical subject, the scene being laid in 
ancient Britain. In all, 24 works were sub- » 
mitted to the test of examination, and . 
of them, it is stated, proved to be utterly 
fitted for presentatioh. Not very encouraging 
to those American patriots who are given to 
protesting against the 
posers.

I

most
un-

j!“First of all we must rid ourselves of the 
assumption that we are called upon to impose 
our religious and moral codes upon the East 
if need be by an armed crusade ; and to follow 
this by dictating to the East the commercial 
and military lines along which they shall be 
permitted to develop. The days of the mis-
TfiZhareZone^^not1!?/ llaVCfi, g wC by" No arKument can be needed to show with 
j„s. for .he ,and ,„d,TSt SSFXgK

not converted to charity toward the Enst by the outcome of “a desire to mitigate the pres-
obedience to the tenets of our religion, but ent gigantic waste of infant life and the loss to
by Jxuroki s guns at the Yalu River. Let us the nation by preventible disease due to io--
be frank and admit it. The East scents some- norance.” We all recollect the clarion call 
thing more than mere religious fervor in our “Wake up, England !” with which the King as 
solicitude for their moral and religious wel- Prince of Wales, exhorted the nation to be- 
fare, and notes that more leagues of territory stir itself on his return from his tour of the 
have been taken from her than leagues of pro- Empire. In her own admirable way and with-
gress have been made in converting her. The *n tbe sphere which she has long so wisely
assumption of moral superiority has been ac- and 80 helpfully made her own, the Queen 
companied by a very commercial demand for now *n effect makes the same appeal not" 
payment, not in the things of the spirit but ly to tbe women bf tbe nation, but to the na
in the things of the flesh. ‘Doth the wild ass tion at large.-—for it is the nation itself that 
bray when he hath grass ?’ ” 1 needs to be inspired with a scientific concep-

“The almost universal belief in the west ti°n °f Z Z its act»vit«es, and 
that we are admired, envied and looked Zon TZ7 less than women belongs the task of 
as superior by the?East, and that our typT of elevatln&- ^rationalizing, and co-ordinating the

H
!
" 1

of native com-

ENDLESS TIPS I;
“Where will your tipping system end?” 

said the irate visitor. “Every time I come to 
the city I find some new scheme to collect 
money from me. But the limit I just 
found at my old barber’s shop. It’s a French 
‘tonsorial parlour.’ I’ve been going there for 
yearg.

:5as a -

ifnow
*1

1
■“When I went in today a buttons held

Tt is of . .. . open tbe door in a way I couldnh: mistake.
It is of interest to recall that Sir W. S. One tip.

JZSL'X’i&tX*and “**andFred charJmmg composer, “Then the barber got in his work. Third

duced by the German Reeds. Sullivan, upon tipp d him. Fourth tip.
hearing that the author of the “Bad Ballads” “The manicure was very gracious. Fifth
was working with his friend Clay, expressed tip. 7 8
fnviredZ0Z!? himû and,was accordingly “I would have stood for all this. I’ve been
Zthe Ol/Z 3 "Zip31 °f “AgeS Ago" educated up to it. But just as I was starting 

, . TjM Ga!lery of Illustration, Regent for the door the French poodle-dog of the es-
®. t- , - kere’ m ]8y°, occurred the mtroduc- tablishment stood beside me until he caught
7mAf t Pr°V,elS° frUjtful: But nothing my eye, and then he sat up on his hind kgs 
came of it until the production, some five and held out his front paws and begged. How 
yfcars later, of “Trial by Jury,” the libretto of is that for cheek?” ‘

1!

mmere-
«

to menmet
con-
na-

1

prge Fdx, Mr. 
inowden Garu 
>t. M. N. Gar- 
i, Mr. A. 
ÿ. T. Geary 
he Hon. J. M. 
Mr. Ellis Gil- 
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m, Mr.
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>ve, C. B., Mr' 
Hr. John Hall 
Mv? P., Lord
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anbury-Trady, 
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E. M. 

Mr. W. H. 
Mr. H. Head- 
B. S. Heister- 
Ir. J. Stringer 
i Col. I. V.
Ir. J. Howard, 
lughes, M. P., 
iry J. Humm,
J. Inman, Mr. 
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fennings, Mr.
n, Mr. C. P. 
Mr. H. V. F. 
r. R. M. .Kin- 
ort, Bart., Mr. 
‘sen, - Mr. T. E.
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, Mr. R. G.
c, Sir C. Prest- 
Hon. Richard ’ 
'olumbia), Mr.
A. Macdonald,
Ir. J ohn Lang
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ce Macrae, Mr. 
lahon, Mr. W. 
lann, Mr. T. S. 
.le, K. C. S. L,
B. Mauley, Mr. 
earless, Col. Ei 
dith, Mr. J. S.
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( Burr Mesure, 
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her, Mr. W. J.
. P., Mr. New- 
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F Norwood, Mr. 
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ries de Pass, 
'tarsun, The Rt. 
iH. C. Perkins,
• Robert Perks, 

Mr. W. A.
R. B. Philpotts, 
Platt, Mr. A. J. 
(well, Mr. R. B.

C. F. Pretty, 
iand, Llr. Geo. 
ayne, Sir J. D. 
r(. Jonn J. Reid, 
dge, Dr. W. H. 
;hiir Robertson,
. Duncan-Rob- 
n, F. R. C. S„ 
Dllit, Mr. Nor-
K. Rutherford,
C. Salter, Mr.

in Sawyer, Mr. 
Hunter, Mr. C.

Mr. T. 
nith, K. C., M. 
Mr. J. Obed 
t, Mr. Starmer, 
ens, Mr. Albert 
.A. Sterry," Mr. 
mberg, The Rt.
d. G., Mr. Tom 1 
J. Ross Suther-
, Mr. Frank S- 
ir, Mr. J. Ten- 
J. D. Thurburn, 
ess of Tullibar- 
Mr. R. J. Tur- 
:s, The Hon. J- 
British Colum-
C. V.Q., LL.D., 
Yard, Mr. Rob- 
rd, Mr. W. C. , 
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